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LAMINATE CROSS SECTION (Figure 3)
-
.is of laminate design are under consideration for large space structure::IH1Ies"










This concept uses several plies 0° pitch graphite sandwiched between
single plies of 104 or 120 glass cloth. The number of 0° plies and th





This concept uses a single ply of a fabric woven such that 0° 90,° and
fibers are present; the amounts of each are dependent on the
structural requirements. The fabric would necessarily be thicker tl 2
 Sthat presently used in aerospace applications and would have to be spically designed to meet space platform or other specific load require
Multi-ply Laminates--.







structures. They consist of several layers of 0° graphite plies orien
in the directions best suited to meet the requirements of a particular
structural element. As such, they can be optimized for each applica
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32T graphite/glass in a polysulfone (P-1700) matrix. HMS fiber could














«35 construction. For longer term development, more investigation of a
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